I'm Isaiah Zagar! I'm the artist that made Philadelphia's Magic Gardens.

I developed my mosaic method through trial and error over five decades.

Figure out the order of my mosaic method by coloring in the lines to match each number with a step in the mosaicking process.

Each line should be a different color.

1. Isaiah paints a simple line drawing on the wall.

2. Tiles are then glued randomly on the wall in the remaining spaces.

3. Isaiah's mosaics begin by bolting "blobs" (tiles and objects embedded in cement) to a wall.

4. Colorful grout is applied. The grout is scooped up with a sponge and pushed over the tiles. It fills in the spaces between tiles to create an even surface.

5. Rectangular cut mirror pieces are glued along the painted lines.

6. The mosaic is buffed with a gloved hand to clean the tiles and remove excess grout. Finally the original lines are painted back in with acrylic paint.